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1. Introduction. A prime divisor p of a positive integer « will be

said to be of multiplicity k if pk\n, pk+1\n. In the cases k=l, k = 2,

&=2, prime divisors of multiplicity k will be referred to, respectively,

as simple, double, and multiple prime divisors. The set Q of the square-

free integers consists of the integers « whose prime divisors are all

simple. A related set is the sequence K of those integers « whose

prime divisors are simple, with the exception of a single double prime

divisor.

The set of integers K occurs in the evaluation of the inversion func-

tion of the sequence of primes (cf. [l, §2] and the references indicated

there). This set also plays an important part in determining the num-

ber of solutions of certain congruences involving prime summands (cf.

[2, §2]).
Let now K(x) denote the enumerative function of K, that is, the

number of integers n^x contained in K. The asymptotic density S

of K has been determined by Rényi, who showed [4, (6)] that

K(x)      ta __ 1
(1.1) 0= lim-

.2 P(P  +   1)

where the summation ranges over all primes p.

Rényi 's method does not, however, yield an estimate for K(x) with

a remainder term. It is the purpose of this note to refine Rényi's re-

sult by proving the following

Theorem. If x^ 3, then

tax
(1.2) K(x) =-h 0(x1<2 log log x),

T2

where a is defined by (1.1).

A wide extension of this result is proved in a paper to appear else-

where. The separate consideration of the special case of the present

paper seems justified by virtue of its particular interest and also by
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the somewhat simpler details of proof.

2. Preliminaries. Let u(n) denote the Möbius inversion function.

We recall the familiar identities (cf. [3 Theorems 287 and 302]),

"   ti(n)       6

n-l      n2 T2

(2.2) Z  ß(d) = q(n),
d'i-n

where q(n) = 1 or 0 according as n is or is not in Q.

We shall also need the identity

Lemma 2.1. If p is a fixed prime, then

A /*(»)      /    P2   \ 6
(2.3) Sp = E^=(—^— )-•

„tí    n2       \p2- l)*2
pin

Proof. By the multiplicative property of ß(n) and (2.1),

= y mW       y ßipm) _ 6      J_     -     m(w)

„_i    n2        m,! (/w)2      7T2      p2    m=i     m2

(p,m)-l

so that Sp = 6/V2 +/>_25p. This completes the proof.

Except for the trivial estimate, [x]=íc+0(1), where [x] denotes

the greatest integer á*i we shall need only the familiar approxima-

tions,

(2.4) *>-*'       °^'

Z) — = 0(log log x),
PSI    p

where the second summation is over the primes p^x (x^3).

3. The proof. In his proof of (1-1), Rényi made use of the simple

observation that every n has a unique factorization of the form,

w = MiW2, where («i, w2) = l, n2EQ, and Wi has only multiple prime

divisors. Rényi actually considered a much more general problem.

In the special problem under discussion, the above uniqueness prop-

erty can be replaced by the following simpler observation:

Remark 3.1. Every n has a unique representation of the form,

n = c2e where e>0 and eEQ.

Proof of theorem. For an arbitrary prime p^xxn, let Kp(x) de-
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note the number of « ¿x contained in K with p2 as a factor. It follows

from the above remark and (2.2) that

KP(x) =    D   q(e) =    E      E m(¿) =     £    ,*(<*)
p'tsi esi/p'    d*i=e d'Ssx/p*

(p,e)=l (p.«)=l (p,dj)=l

= £ m«> £ 1=  £ ^(r-¿¡]-[4sl);
dSxv'/p Sáx/p'd1 dSxl"/p \Lp2d2J      Lp3d2J/

p\ à pi S pA d

hence

(3.1) *,(*)-   E   m(¿)(^(¿-^) + o(i))-Ei+E2,
dsx'"/p \d2\p2      p3/ }'Ip x«- \P2      P3

pld

where

(3.2)  E.-*(^) Ïy-^»(E.) = 4\
\   p3   / dSx"*/P   d2 \ dsxi«/p  ) \ p I

pU

the O-constant being uniform for all p^x112. Therefore

V   p3   /tí    d2 \p2 d>¿¿lp  d2)
p!d

so that by (2.3) and (2.4), we have the uniform estimate,

_ tx /x1'^

(3.3) Ei = -+0[-).
P(P+ IV V p )

Hence it follows from (3.1), (3.2), and (3.3) that

tx /xll2\

(3.4) Kp(x) -■    t     , +0( — ),
)x2 \ P /p(p + l)x2 \ p

uniformly in p^x112.

Now

(3.5) K(x) =   E Kp(x),
pzx

where the summation is over all primes ^x1/2. Hence by (3.4), (3.5),

and (2.4),
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OX   ^ 1 /    -^    Z1/2\

T2 Pi*"* M +1) V   PS*"'      ¿   /

7r2   ptí  ¿>(/> +1)           V    „>*"  W V        M,  # /

=-1- 0(x1/2) + 0(x1/2 log log a;) =-1- 0(x1'2 log log x).
IT2 TT2

This completes the proof.
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